Title: Opinion Writing: Should sharks be protected from
orcas?

Grade: 5th Grade

Content: Science Themed Opinion Writing

Duration: 10-20 minutes daily

Standard:
● W.5.1: Write opinion pieces on topics, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
Objective: Students will read a nonfiction article; decide if sharks should be protected from orcas; write an opinion
piece using the OREO strategy.
Materials:
● Article: “Sharks' Livers are like Deep-fried Candy Bars for Orcas”
○ Paper copy below
https://newsela.com/read/elem-orcas-vs-great-white-sharks/id/38022/
● OREO graphic organizer (below)
● Blank paper
● Pencil
● Highlighter, colored pencils or pen, crayons (optional)
Introduction Description: Students will read about ----; write about their opinion.
Steps:
● Day 1: Read the article “Sharks' Livers are like Deep-fried Candy Bars for Orcas”
○ Read aloud with someone else.
○ Read/listen to someone else read aloud.
○ Read to self.
● Day 2: Reread the article.
○ Find information about sharks and circle it.
○ Find information about orcas and underline it.
● Day 3: Start writing your opinion piece.
○ What is your opinion?
■ Sharks do need to be protected from orcas.
■ Sharks do NOT need to be protected from orcas.
○ Use the OREO graphic organizer to organize your ideas (you may draw your own OREO graphic
organizer).
■ Opinion.
■ Reason and explanation.
■ Reason and explanation.
■ Reason and explanation.
■ Opinion.
● Day 4: Finish your OREO organizer (if needed) and start writing your opinion.
○ Remember to:
■ Indent paragraphs
■ Use capital letters correctly.
■ Use punctuation at the end of each sentence.
● Day 5: Finish your writing and read it aloud to someone.
○ Look over your writing and make any changes.
■ Check spelling and grammar.
■ Check capital letters.

■

Check punctuation.

Adaptations (optional):
● Read article aloud with another person.
● Read/listen to article as someone else reads aloud.
● Draw your own illustration for the article.
● Record a video of you reading your opinion aloud.
● Draw your own OREO graphic organizer.
● Type your opinion piece on the computer.
● Include 2 reasons with an explanation.
● Add a 4th reason and an explanation.
Finished Product: Students will read nonfiction articles; decide if sharks need to be protected from orcas; use
OREO strategy to write their own opinion piece.

Sample Graphic Organizer- Different Topic

Sample written with a different topic:
Coyotes Do Not Need to Be Protected
What animal lives in almost every state? What animal roams mostly after dark? What animal yips and howls when
the sun goes down? If you guessed coyotes, you are right. Coyotes are interesting animals, but they do not need to
be protected.
Coyotes reproduce quickly. A female gives birth to her litter of puppies in about 63 days. The average litter has 8 or 9
pups. Some may even have more. Reproducing quickly and in large numbers keeps the coyote population strong.
These wild canines live everywhere. Coyotes are found in almost every state as well as in Canada and Mexico. Their
natural habitat is in the country, but they have moved into towns and even big cities. They are adaptable and can live
anywhere. Coyotes are not going to run out of habitat any time soon.
Coyotes have a long life span. A coyote is considered old when it is 10, but often they live to be 12 years old. Even if
some coyotes die, the ones that are left can live a long time.
These howling, yipping, wild canines reproduce quickly. Coyotes live happily just about everywhere, and have long
life spans. They are interesting animals, but coyotes don’t need to be a protected species.

